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Alfred Ngaro
Leadership
Shared Leadership
‘Mou te ko mou te here kia pukuru o vaevae kia mokora o kaki

‘Hold onto your culture, stand tall on your feet to face the challenges ahead of you’
Dictionary: Leadership

- Function: noun 1: the office or position of a leader; 2: capacity to lead 3: the act or an instance of leading — Source: Merriam-Webster Online
‘To help change a culture, learn to ask a powerful question’
Leadership:

What is your dream of leadership?

Capacity

Who are your heroes?

Position

When have you said no?

Act
Papa Tom Davis:

- "Whatever walk of life you choose, pursuing your dreams will bring personal satisfaction that you are making the world a better place. Your conclusions may be challenged along the way, therefore it is important that you do all you can to ensure that the decisions you make are the right ones."
Indigenous Context

Ancient Past
- Ariki – King
- Paramountcy (Akapa’anga, Blood Descendency)
- Council of Chiefs

Cultural Evolution
- Demographic Changes
- Ethnic Specific vs pan Pacific
- Modernisation of Values & Lifestyle

Current Practice
- Dictatorship
- Monarchy
- Minority Rule
‘I am amazed that when people are given freedom, how high the human spirit will soar’